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Connexion with FTLE-V and tracer fields

Z

Satellite ocean tracer images like Sea Surface Temperature (SST) and Ocean Colour
images show patterns like front and filaments that characterise the flow dynamics

Z

These patterns can be described using Lagrangian tools like Finite-Time Lyapunov
Exponents (FTLE) or Finite-Time Lyapunov Vectors (FTLV)

Z

In recent years, several studies have investigated the possibility to directly assimilate
structured data coming from satellite images into numerical models

Z

Z

Backward FTLE patterns match tracers fields structures (Lehahn et al. 2007)
Left : Backward FTLE (day−1) of a mesoscale (1/4◦) time-dependent velocity fields sequence
Centre: SST (◦C) field of the R54 test case simulation
Right : Mixed Layer Phytoplankton (MLP) concentration (mmole-N/m3) field

Direct Image
Assimilation
approach

Tracer field gradients align with backward FTLV (Lapeyre 2002)
Left : Backward FTLV orientations (angular degree)
Centre: Orientations (angular degree) of the gradients of the SST field
Right : Orientations (angular degree) of the gradients of the MLP field

Test case
Z

One year simulation of an idealised bio-physical model of a sub-region of the North
Atlantic Ocean

Z

1/54◦ high resolution double-gyre configuration of NEMO/LOBSTER (R54)

Z

Reference domain : Ω = [−74.62, −68.62] × [22.36, 28.36] (6◦ × 6◦)

3 Strong eddy activity associated to fairly active submesoscale patterns
3 Strong turbulent activity associated to mid-latitude non-linear and unstable jets

Sensitivity of the image assimilation cost functions JS with respect to the amplitude λ
of velocity perturbations
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Sensivity function: J(λ) = HS u +
δu − y s
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Sensivity functions for FTLE and FTLV based observation
operators show a global minimam at λ = 0 (non perturbated
state) for nine random perturbations

Can ocean tracer images be used
to correct surface model velocity fields ?
Geometrical
properties of
Backward FTLE and
FTLV

Let S = (u(1)|u(2)| · · · |u(r)) where (u(l))rl=1 are the first r EOFs of an ensemble of velocity fields. We consider velocity errors with zero mean and covariance of the sequence:
r
X
δu ∼ N (0, P = SST). δu =
u(l)δxl with δxl ∼ N (0, 1)
l=1

Sea Surface Temperature (left
panel) and Ocean Colour (right
panel) images from the AQUA
MODIS remote instrument products. Convergence of the southward flowing Brazil and northward
flowing Malvinas currents, May 2,
2005. Courtesy: NASA.

Sensitivity studies
with an idealised
experimental test
case

Sensitivity Studies

FTLE

Direct Image Assimilation using FTLE-V

yS = k∇F T LEk

yS = k∇P hytoplanktonk

Image observation term of the data assimilation cost function (Titaud et al. 2010):
s

JS (X) = kHS (X) − y kS
Z

S : Normed “structures” space (contours, frequency characteristics . . . )

Z

HS : Structure observation operator

Z

ys : Observed structures in the image

FTLV

FTLE based observation operator

Madec (2008)

yS = ∇F T LV

Lévy et al. (2001)
Krémeur et al. (2009)

yS = k∇SST k

Z

Lévy et al. (2009)

Z

Observed structures: contours obtained with a binarisation procedure

1 if k∇yS k > 
yS =
0 else
Observation operator: contours of the FTLE map

Finite-Time Lyapunov Exponents and Vectors

yS = ∇SST

yS = ∇P hytoplankton

Conclusions
Z

Ocean tracers images can be exploited to invert surface model velocities

Z

SST and MLP fields show relevant features like eddies, fronts and filaments

Z

FTLE: growth factor of the norm of a perturbation δx advected by the flow u after a
finite advection time T

Z

We constructed sophisticated observation operators based on FTLE-V calculation to
assimilate structured observations from images

Z

The maximal stretching is given when δx(0) is aligned with the eigenvector
ϕT (x, u) associated to the maximum eigenvalue λmax of the Cauchy-Green strain
tensor:
p
 T ∗  T 
∆ = ∇φu (x) ∇φu (x) , φtu : x0 7→ x(t, x0), max kδx(T )k = λmax(∆)kδx(0)k

Z

FTLE-V are well suited to link the mesoscale flow dynamics with the submesoscale
information coming from ocean tracer images

Binarisation of the FTLE (left), SST (center) and Phtyoplankton (right) gradient fields

δx(0)
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where δx(0) is aligned with ϕT (x, u).

FTLV based observation operator

p
1
Forward FTLE: σT (x, u) = |T | ln λmax(∆)

Forward FTLV: ϕT (x, u)
Z Analogy with stable and unstable manifolds of stationary
flows
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